Term 3, Week 5
11 August 2022
Message from Adrian
Dear parent/carers,
It was wonderful yesterday to see our Preps dressed in all their colours to
celebrate their milestone of 100 days of Prep. The children had a special disco
during the day with a real DJ. It was a pleasure to see how much they enjoyed
it. At the beginning of the day we also had a morning tea welcome for our Prep
parents. This would usually have happened at the beginning of the year. It was
great to gather together with our Prep 2022 parents and hopefully a sign of
more community events moving forward.
Below in this newsletter there are two major areas of learning for STC staff
discussed. Flourishing schools have strong curriculum and strong wellbeing
processes in place. I believe we have this but we are dedicated to keep
improving. Denis Johnstone has highlighted the work we have been doing in the “Science of Wellbeing”.
This work is further developed through our school closure day tomorrow. The work we are doing in
this area is so exciting and I look forward to the effect it will have on our students' wellbeing. Naomi
Martret has written about the work we have done and continue to do in the “Science of Reading”, studies
of how children learn to read best and how we as a school can provide the best protocols and practices
to make this happen. I’m really proud of the fact that though both Wellbeing and Reading are areas STC
is already performing well in, we continue to strive to get even better. The “Science” of both these areas,
the evidence based research and the connections they make with neuroscience and the way the brain
works is exciting and provides valuable insights to inspire our teaching.
Adrian Glasby
Principal

Wellbeing at St. Christopher’s

Dear Parents and Carers,
We are now past the halfway point of Term 3 of 2023. I find it difficult to comprehend that we are
approaching mid-August. But you know what that means? Spring is just around the corner. On my
morning runs, I am now being greeted by some spectacular sunrises - yesterday’s morning was a
stunning burnt orange that bloomed in the frosty morning sky. It was a great moment for me to take in
my surroundings and be grateful for the small things in life like mine and my family’s health and the
opportunity to get out on a beautiful winter morning. I hope you and your families have been able to find
some moments to slow down and be grateful for the things in your life that you find joy in.
Child Safety Initiatives at STC continued
In this newsletter, I am highlighting our new Complaints and Handling Policy. At St Christopher’s we
take our responsibility in safeguarding our children seriously and acknowledge that along the way there
may be occasions where our community needs to formally raise concerns about events or members of
the wider St Christopher’s community.
Below is an excerpt from our new Complaints and Handling Policy detailing the process for submitting
a complaint.
Procedures for Complaints about Issues at St Christopher’s
St Christopher’s has developed and maintains a fair, effective and efficient complaints-handling
procedure so that complaints about events or decisions at St Christopher’s can be addressed. The
following steps can guide the procedure in making a complaint about issues arising at St Christopher’s.
Clarify the issue
●
●
●
●

Be clear about the topic or issue to be discussed.
Be mindful of the need to ascertain all the facts relating to the circumstances of the topic or issue.
Think about what would be an acceptable outcome.
Check and observe the St Christopher’s complaints handling policy.

Making the complaint
●
●
●
●
●

Write an appropriate note or email to the relevant person (e.g. classroom teacher) outlining your
concerns.
Make an appointment to speak via phone or in person with the relevant person/s.
Consider speaking with the St Christopher’s student wellbeing leader, if appropriate.
Arrange meeting times or phone calls through the St Christopher’s office or email.
Ensure the relevant person/s is given a reasonable amount of time to take the steps required to
resolve or address the concerns.

Contact the Principal or Deputy Principal
●
●

If the issue remains unresolved after discussion with the relevant person/s at the school, request an
appointment, through the St Christopher’s office, to discuss the concern with the principal or deputy
principal.
The principal may be represented by another senior staff member. If the relevant staff member is
going to be present at the meeting, the meeting time is more likely to occur outside classroom hours.

Expectations of and Information for Parents/Guardians/Carers
In making a complaint, St Christopher’s requests and expects that the complainant will:
●
●
●
●
●
●

raise the concern or complaint as soon as possible after the issue has arisen
communicate and respond in ways that are constructive, fair and respectful
provide complete and factual information about the concern or complaint
observe confidentiality and a respect for sensitive issues
act in good faith to achieve an outcome acceptable to all parties
have realistic and reasonable expectations about possible outcomes/remedies.

If your concern/complaint relates to your treatment or your child’s treatment by another student, students
or family member while at St Christopher’s, we expect that you will refer your complaint directly to the
school, via your child’s class teacher, deputy principal or principal. Under no circumstances should you
approach another student in the care of the school to discuss the issue or chastise them. Direct contact
with parents to resolve the matter is also discouraged if the complaint pertains to issues or incidents that
have arisen at the school.
Parents/guardians/carers making complaints are to be respectful, confidential and courteous.
Parents/guardians/carers who are unreasonable, threatening or discourteous can expect their
discussions with the principal to be terminated until such time as an alternative discussion time is
arranged by the school.
For the full version of the policy, head to our website and click on Child Safety
https://www.stcapw.catholic.edu.au/
Wellbeing Science at STC
This week we take a deeper look at the next two elements of the PERMAH model of flourishing:
● Relationships, and;
● Meaning
Relationships
Humans are a hive species, we thrive on our interaction and interconnection with others. A key element
of our flourishing is built around creating, growing and maintaining positive relationships in our lives.
These relationships allow us to know and relate to others and for them to know and relate to us.
Relationships in the PERMAH model can be described as:
➢ the creation of authentic, energising connections
The truth about relationships is that they are either ones that energise us or ones that take energy from
us. As adults, we know all too well about both of these types of relationships, and we sometimes feel
powerless to move away from those that take our energy. Surrounding ourselves with people who
energise us and investing our resources of time, attention and compassion towards them helps us feel
connected, that we belong and that we are supported by our social networks.

Meaning
The old cliche` question of “What is the meaning of life?” is an incredibly complex one to answer. If we
flip the question just a little, we may find that we have a much more tangible space to think about what
actions we might take to bring flourishing to our lives: “What brings meaning to life?”. In making this
slight tweak, we can explore the actions, behaviours and experiences that make us feel good about what
we are doing, allowing us to feel a sense of contentment with our lives. As Catholics we have a strong
and common “higher purpose,” to live out Jesus’ message “To do unto others, as you would have done
to yourself.”
Meaning in the PERMAH model can be described as:
➢ a sense of connection to something bigger than ourselves
I like to think of pursing meaning as filtering out the noise in our lives and simplifying our day to day. We
are busy, we are stressed, we are tired and we are trying our best. To work to enable ourselves to be
our best, we can analyse our lives and put more focus and effort into the things that help give us a sense
of meaning and purpose. Genuinely connecting with our children, being present to listen and hear what
our friends and family are trying to tell us and working to help and be in the service of others are all
strategies that can help us in pursuit of meaning.

100 Days of Prep Morning Tea
A thank you to all of our wonderful parents who came along for the 100 Days of Prep morning tea and an
even bigger thank you to our wonderful P&F members for organising and facilitating the morning. A
special welcome to all new families on the school journey this year (over half the way through now!).
Stay safe, stay healthy, stay connected,
Denis Johnstone
Deputy Principal - Students, Staff, Community

Canteen

Dear Parents/Carers,
Please contact the school canteen if you have a problem with your child’s lunch order. Call the school on
9338 3591 and ensure you press option 2 to speak to the canteen or alternatively email them on
canteen@stcapw.catholic.edu.au
If your child will be absent, please make contact before 9am on the day if you wish to transfer the order
to another day.

Thank you,
School Canteen staff.

Religious Education
Dear Parents,
Sacramental Program
This coming Saturday will mark the halfway point in our First Communion Sacramental masses. Each
week a group comes over to the Church to spend time rehearsing for their special evening. It has been
wonderful to see the children so eager and excited about this very special time in their lives. The children
have been so beautifully prepared by their classroom teachers and I’m sure that you are so proud of
them.
Each week there are a number of factors that can affect families and result in children not being able to
attend on their set day. Please do not hesitate to send me an email to let me know if you need to change
your date due to illness or other reasons. The alternative options are each Saturday at 5pm until the last
of the Sacramental masses which will be held on Saturday the 10th of September. If anyone attending on
that night misses out, they will be able to join in another Parish Mass.
Just a reminder that the First Communion Workshop video link will be closed at the end of this week. I
would like to thank Stephanie Zammit for her work on editing the video and preparing it for parents to
access. I was on long service leave for the first three weeks of this term and Steph very kindly helped by
sending the information out to you and organising the technical side of it.
Please remember that at the First Communion masses, Father Peter will invite parents to bring their child
up to the altar. Parents will follow their child up to Father and stand behind in support, then step to the
side when their child does so. The opportunity for parents, other family members and parishioners to
receive communion will be after all of the children have received theirs, Father Peter has returned to the
altar, and then he and the Special Minister return to the bottom of the steps.
Curriculum Focus
Last term as part of our Religious Education
Program, our Year Two children completed a unit
about Building Relationships.
The children
worked in four different groups to investigate
what it means to build relationships with: Jesus,
Our School/Family, Indigenous Communities, our
World. This also tied in with their Inquiry Unit
where the children began to learn about
Australia’s Indigenous people, their customs,
traditions and culture.
As part of their RE unit, the children collaborated
to find ways of showing respect for Indigenous
culture. One of their many suggestions was that
we could have more recognisable indigenous art
works, stories and references in and around our
school. Today our year two children were able to
see the two new large indigenous crosses that
arrived and will be placed in the front office and
another area of the school. I am sure that as these children visit the front office and see the new cross
hanging there, they will be reminded of what they learned during the unit about building relationships and
about trying to make a difference, even in small but meaningful ways.
All the best,
Colleen Mahoney
Deputy Principal of Organisation and Faith

Sport
District Track and Field Champions 6 years in a row!

Monday 12 August 2022

On Monday our school participated in the Buckley District Athletics Carnival. A day packed with
highlights for our students who competed with passion, determination, skill and were duly rewarded for
their efforts. 30 out of 42 students who represented our school progressed through to the Moonee Ponds
Divisional Athletics Carnival on Tuesday 6th of September. Well done to all of our athletes!

Western Metropolitan Regional Football Finals

Tuesday 2 August 2022

Our football team travelled out to Galvin Park in Werribee to pit themselves against the best of the West
in an effort for state finals. In our first game we came up against Brookside College from Caroline
Springs. In a tight, contested first half we managed to kick two goals into the wind while keeping
Brookside to one. The second half we came out firing kicking 4 unanswered goals with another five shots
sailing through the behinds. Isaac Lawry managed a goal from 40 metres out to cap a great game from
our team. A comprehensive win to start the campaign.
Our second game pitted us against Yarraville West Primary School. After conceding two goals early we
fought back brilliantly in the first half against the wind to kick 4 goals of our own and lead by 15 points at
half time. After the break our midfield took over proceedings, Kai Laidler had the ball on a string setting
up multiple goals as well as adding one of his own. Orlando Nicolosi also got in on the act taking several
contested marks including a screamer in the forward 50. We managed to pile on 6 goals to nil in the
second half to come out winners by 55 points.
Our final group game against Gisborne PS was set up as a mini final as they had also won both of their
games against the schools we had previously played. We finally won a toss and kicked with the wind,
however Gisborne got the jump on us kicking the first goal of the game. This was an early turning point
as our side kicked into gear slotting the next 5 goals in quick succession taking the wind out of the
opposition's sails. Kane Waters was on fire in the midfield and managed to bustle through a pack in the
forward 50 and kicked a fantastic goal. The second half Gisborne put pressure on our back line as they
came hard with the wind. We withstood the onslaught only conceding two goals against the gale force
winds with William Peel, Christian Castello and Thomas Vasques all dominating in defence. We came
away winners by 17 points.

After topping our group we made the final against the undefeated Our Lady Star of the Sea, Ocean
Grove. We lost the toss and put up a great effort into the ever increasing winds, conceding 3 goals in the
first half. We came out hard in the second half and when Brock Fletcher put through the goal of the year
from the boundary our hopes for a potential state finals berth rose. However, Our Lady played brilliantly
behind the ball and thwarted our best chances. We ended up going down by 14 points.
We at STC are extremely proud of our students who have been involved in the football squad this year.
They have persevered through 12 gruelling games across two terms and earned a district and divisional
premiership as well as a regional runners up pennant. A fantastic result. A big thankyou goes out to our
parent helpers and school community who have supported us in various ways along the journey. Thanks
also to the Airport West Football club for opening clubrooms up for use on a Friday morning.
Scores, best players and photo below:
St Christopher’s 6.8.44 defeated Brookside College 1.2.8
Best: Christian Castello, Isaac Lawry, Sebastian Serra, Jacob Idris, Noah Caporrimo, Jonathon
Camburn, Alex Makrakis
Goals: Marco Peluso, Kane Waters, Kai Laidler, Isaac Lawry, Brock Fletcher
St Christopher’s 10.7.67 defeated Yarraville West PS 2.0.12
Best: Kai Laidler, Orlando Nicolosi, Thomas Vasques, Lucas Zampaglione, Willow Lysaught, Patrick
Cullen,
Goals: Brock Fletcher 3, Isaac Lawry 2, Tyler McBride, Orlando Nicolosi, Kane Waters, Kai Laidler
St Christopher’s 5.6.36 defeated Gisborne PS 3.1.19
Best: Kane Waters, Romeo Seremitis, Brock Fletcher, Jayden Crichton, William Peel, Zac El-Asmar
Goals: Orlando Nicolosi, Kane Waters, Kai Laidler, Jayden Crichton, Romeo Seremetis

St Christopher’s 1.1.7 defeated by Our Lady Star of the Sea, Ocean Grove 3.3.21
Best: Isaac Lawry, Brock Fletcher, Kai Laidler, Kane Waters, Orlando Nicolosi, Luka Halliwell
Goals: Brock Fletcher

Michael Costello
P.E. Specialist Teacher

English
Dear Parents,
I would like to write to you today about something called ‘The Science of Reading’.
The Science of Reading refers to a vast body of research on learning to read with contributions from
various disciplines, including cognitive science, linguistics, psychology, education, neurology and more.
It’s an exciting time to be in education! We have never before known more about how the brain develops
as we learn to read.
Years of research has been conducted across the world and it is derived from thousands of studies
conducted in multiple languages. The Science of Reading has culminated in an enormous amount of
evidence to inform how proficient reading and writing develop; why some children have difficulty; and
how we can most effectively assess and teach reading.
Through studies of the brain, we have real insight into how humans learn to read, the skills required and
which parts of the brain are involved in literacy development from a wide range of empirically supported
research. It is clear from this research that students in the early years need to be taught how to decode
the English language in a systematic and explicit way.
Students at St. Christopher’s are taught to read using a Structured Synthetic Phonics approach.
Synthetic Phonics has been identified both here and overseas as the most successful approach to the
teaching of reading and spelling. The ‘synthetic’ component reflects the practice of ‘synthesising’, or
blending together. The ‘phonic’ part reflects the process of linking individual speech sounds (phonemes)
to written symbols (graphemes). Essentially, when a child learns to read using Synthetic Phonics they
learn to link letters to speech sounds and then blend these sounds together to read words.

They also learn to separate (segment) words into their sounds and link these sounds to letters in order to
spell them.
Children taught using a Synthetic Phonics approach are being taught the code by which reading and
writing work. This means they are being given the tools they will need to become independent readers
and writers. If they do not understand how words are put together and how to go about breaking the
code so they can read a word, any unknown word is a mystery.

What does this look like at school?
Students in the early years follow a systematic scope and sequence of phonemes and graphemes that
progress from simple sounds in Prep to more complex code in Year 2. Students practise the skills of
blending and segmenting words using the week's phoneme/grapheme correspondence and apply this
practice to reading, writing and spelling. Students who require revision of previous phoneme/graphemes
will revise with the teacher in the weekly teacher focus groups and likewise, students who have mastered
that week's phoneme/graphemes will be extended. Decodable books are used at school to give students
practise in reading words containing phonemes that have been previously taught.

What can you do at home?
Read with your child every night. If your child is in either Prep, Year 1 or in the MiniLit program in Year 2,
please have your child practise their reading using the decodable passages sent home on Seesaw. You
can read other types of texts to your child and with your child for the purpose of enjoyment and
vocabulary development. The decodable passages are simply for the purpose of practising blending,
segmenting and reading words containing phonemes (sounds) that have been taught in class.
Re-reading them over the course of the week will help develop your child‘s reading fluency.

Is it just about Phonics?
No! There are 5 pillars to solid reading instruction. The building blocks of reading, as defined by the
National Reading Panel are:
1 Phonemic awareness
2. Phonics
3. Fluency
4. Vocabulary
5. Comprehension
Together, these five pillars make up the components of successful reading instruction by shaping
learners' brains one step at a time, to learn to read and understand the English language. Phonics is only
one piece of the puzzle, albeit a very important piece.

“The body of work referred to as the “Science of Reading” is not an ideology, a philosophy, a political
agenda, a one-size-fits-all approach, a program of instruction, not a specific component of instruction. It
is the emerging consensus from many related disciplines, based on literally thousands of studies,
supported by hundreds of millions of research dollars, conducted across the world in many languages.”
~Dr. Louisa Moats

Naomi Martret
English Leader

FIRST AID
Dear Parents/Carers,
All Medical Plans (ie. Asthma and Allergy Action Plans) need to be
supplied annually. They must be signed by a doctor and have the
practice stamp attached.
Medical Plans and medication should be supplied promptly upon
request.
Thanking you,
Natalie Brooks and Mardi Agnew
First Aid Officers

2022
IMPORTANT DATES
TO REMEMBER
Term 3
Friday August 12
Mon 15 - Wed August 17
Wed 17 - Fri August 19
Mon 22 - Fri August 26
Monday August 22
Mon 22 - Fri 26
Friday August 26
Monday August 29

School Closure Day - Staff Professional Learning
Grade 5G and 5B Camp
Grade 5M and 5W Camp
Book Week
School Advisory Council Meeting at 7pm
Book Week
Book Week - Dress Up Day
School Closure Day - Staff Professional Learning

Thursday September 1
Thursday September 8
Monday September 12

Father’s Day Stall
12pm finish for Parent Teacher Interviews
Footy Day

Friday September 16

Last Day of Term 3 - 12pm finish

Term 4
Monday October 3
Monday October 31

First Day of Term 4
School Closure Day - Staff Professional Learning (Report Writing)

Monday December 19

Last Day of the Year - 12pm finish

COMMUNITY NEWS FOR STUDENTS

